Construction Industry

ETHICS

Course (ZOOM)

*MANDATORY FOR GOLD SEAL CERTIFICATION*

Wednesday, November 4 (must apply for Gold Seal certification by
December 11th) - 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
3 Gold Seal Credits (this component of course is two credits)
$200 (+HST) Members/$200 (+HST) Non-members
Instructor: Ellaline Davies
*Pre-payment is needed for this registration. We require 48 business hour advance notice for
cancellation. No shows will be billed.

Ethical behaviour is paramount in the construction industry. Click here to see
video!
By maintaining high ethical standards, and being consistent in our practices, we thrive
both personally and professionally. The Construction Industry Ethics course can help
your employees navigate the ethical grey areas they face every day.
This course has been designed to help you understand ethics as it relates to the
construction industry. The course contains interactive elements, case studies, practical
examples, videos, and a course glossary.
Objectives:
Upon completing this course, you will:
Understand what is included in "ethical behaviour"
Be aware of the importance of ethics in business
Know how to make ethical decisions
Recognize ethics in the context of the law
Understand the direct link between ethics and a company's success
Who Should Attend: senior management, clients, contractors, supervisors, project
managers, estimators, and employers
It is recommended that learners complete the online course as a prerequisite for the
classroom training. The online course ($200 +HST) duration is approximately 4 hours

and available in English and French. Contact the office at 905-682-6661 to obtain a pin
number. Please click here for more detailed information.

REGISTER NOW!
*3 credits for Construction Ethics are required for Gold Seal Certification (2 in class/1
online).
It is recommended that learners complete the online course as a prerequisite for the
classroom training.
The online course ($200 +HST) duration is approximately 4 hours and available in
English and French.
Contact Natalie at 905-682-6661 to obtain an online pin number.
Please click here for more detailed information.

Testimonials:
What the members are saying about Ellaline Davies...
"Fantastic, thorough, expert training! I am so glad that I attended the Injured Worker WSIB claims management training session. Ella's knowledge has no boundaries, thank
you for giving us insight into effective WSIB claims management. I learned far more
than I expected to. Looking forward to another training session facilitated by Ella!"
Kelly Gonzalez, NCSO - Health & Safety Coordinator - Cotton Inc.
"The seminar on 'Injured Worker - WSIB in the Construction Workplace' was very
informative. The participation scenarios were very helpful as it gave us the opportunity
to work through various situations that occur in the construction workplace. Well taught
and very thorough. I will definitely enroll in other seminars provided by the Niagara
Construction Association."
Stephanie Swords - Licenced Paralegal - Owner of Swords Law
'Very well organised and implemented. The Instructor delivered the course at a good
pace pitched at an appropriate level. This course was excellent!!"
Jon Downing, CHSO, GSC - Manager Safety and Human Resources - Rankin
Construction Inc.
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